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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

One of the most effective ways of solving professional problems, and of continuing to improve and 

develop as a teacher… in ELT (English Language Teaching) is through reflection on our professional 

practice.  
                   Michael J. Wallace (1998:1) 

 

It is through refection that the teacher harmonizes, integrates and transcends the necessary classroom 

management skills, the acquisition of a repertoire of models of teaching and the personal aspects of 

her teaching into a strategy that has meaning for her students. 

 `                 David Hopkins (2000:144) 

RationaleRationaleRationaleRationale  

There are currently eleven EF Kids and Teens schools in Shanghai. These are private language training 

centres for children aged from 3 to 18 which provide communicative language lessons for groups of up to 

sixteen learners per class. Most foreign teachers stay with EF for a minimum of one year and have at least 

one year’s teaching experience before joining, although not necessarily in ESL. All teachers have some form 

of ESL certification, varying from online TESOL courses, to Trinity and CELTA teaching certificates and all 

teachers are required to take the Cambridge TKT exam after joining. Approximately two thirds of teachers 

are foreign and the remainder Chinese. See Appendix 7 for more information on an EF centre. 

 

In these centres, workshops have become firmly established as the main source of continuous professional 

development (CPD) for teachers. This entrenchment is institutionalized; in the EF China Kids Director of 

Studies (DoS) Report, the only recognized CPD referred to is ‘workshops’ (Figure 1). Shared file space 

online for DoSs at national level contains only a folder entitled ‘workshop share’; nothing exists for any other 

type of teacher development resource. The language that teachers and managers use also reflects this 

outlook. ‘CPD’ is often used as a synonym for ‘workshop’ rather than as an umbrella term. Furthermore, in 

my own experience as a teacher at EF, I did not become aware of other methods of teacher development 

other than workshops until recently, and in my own centre, professional development for teachers has 

mirrored this. An example workshop can be found in Appendix 8. 

 

 

Figure 1: The DoS Report  

 

Apart from workshops, DoS led observations are the other principal source of teacher development.  

However, these often happen only relatively infrequently as DoSs often have high workloads and up to 

twenty teachers to observe on a quarterly basis. An example of DoS observation feedback can be found in 

Appendix 9. 
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Most experts would disagree that workshops and supervisory observations are the best vehicles for 

in-service teacher development. Penny Ur highlights the fundamental importance of reflecting on one’s own 

teaching: 

 

I have learned most through thinking about my own teaching experience. This does not mean that other sources 

of knowledge and learning processes do not contribute, but it does mean that they are probably less important. 

(Ur 1996:6) 

 

Jack Richards and Charles Lockhart go even further in their criticism of workshop based professional 

development for teachers: 

 

In-service workshops designed to improve teaching skills often have only short-term effects and rarely involve 

teachers in an ongoing process of examining their teaching. (Richards & Lockhart, 1996:2) 

 

This statement reflects my own personal experience, with workshops failing to engage teachers in any form 

of reflection on their own professional practice. Furthermore, workshops are often delivered in a manner 

completely at odds with the theories of teaching and learning that ought to be applied in the language 

classroom. Jack Richards stresses the importance of the compatibility of teacher development with 

classroom practices: 

 

Developing a second language teacher development program involves conceptualizing the model of teaching that 

will provide the theoretical foundation for the program…The next step involves selecting teaching and learning 

approaches that are compatible with the theory of teaching. (Richards, 1998:14) 

 

DoS led observations also have problems associated with them. Due to the evaluative atmosphere of 

supervisory observations “useful feedback is often ‘not heard’” (Bailey, Curtis and Nunan, 2003:158) and 

teachers are often resistant to feedback from supervisors (Kwo in Freeman & Richards, 2002:296). 

 

However, there exists a plethora of methods other than workshops and supervisory observations which can 

be used to help teachers understand more about themselves and their teaching through reflection on their 

professional practice. Nunan (1988:147) suggests the use of “team teaching, recording (audio or video) and 

analyzing segments of classroom interaction, analysis of classes by outside observers and action research” 

as techniques for teacher development. Bailey, Curtis and Nunan (2003) also recommend reflective journals, 

peer observations and experiencing language learning from the point of view of a language learner while 

Richards and Lockhart (1996:6) add writing lesson reports and creating questionnaires to this list. 

 

All of these methods seek to raise teachers’ awareness of their current teaching practices and engage 

themselves in critical reflection. Jack Richards and Charles Lockhart summarize the relationship between 

experience, reflection and development: 

 

Experience is the starting point for teacher development, but in order for experience to place a productive role, it is 

necessary to examine such experience systematically. For this, specific [reflective teaching] procedures are needed. 

(Richards and Lockhart, 1996:4)  

 

This study will therefore focus on the quantity, quality and diversity of teacher development in EF Shanghai 

Kids and Teens schools. It will examine the best practices for teacher development and identify those 

obstacles which will have to be overcome in order to implement a CPD program consistent with learner 

centred methods of classroom teaching with the aim of promoting reflective teaching. 
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Outline Outline Outline Outline ofofofof    the Pthe Pthe Pthe Projectrojectrojectroject  

Background reading was first conducted around the subject area. 

 

Semi-structured interviews lasting between fifteen and forty five minutes were held with certain experienced 

and successful teachers in order to obtain qualitative information on the professional development which 

they have found most useful during their teaching careers. These teachers were 

• Andrew Brown, who has 9 years of ESL experience, having worked as a DoS for EF Franchise in 

Tangshan and Qinhuangdao and as EF Franchise National Academic Operations Manager. He 

currently works as English First Worldwide Product Development Project Manager. 

• Jake Whiddon, who has six years of ESL experience with EF in China, including two years as a DoS 

in EF Franchise Wuhan and one as a DoS in Shanghai. He is currently completing his Trinity Diploma 

in TESOL and works as National Life Club Coordinator and Activities Manager for EF owned schools 

in China. 

• Maura Pfeifer, who has over four years of ESL experience, having taught in Korea and Japan. She 

completed a Masters Degree in Cross Cultural Communications and Applied Linguistics at 

Newcastle University in 2010 and is currently DoS of Shanghai 13.  

• Brian Pfeifer, who has over four years of ESL experience, having taught in Korea and Japan. He 

completed a Masters Degree in Cross Cultural Communications and Applied Linguistics at 

Newcastle University in 2010 and is currently DoS of Shanghai 09. 

The interviews covered four areas important in teacher development; motivation for developing, forms of 

support received from colleagues, activities which were particularly useful and the effect of working 

environment on development. The results were later incorporated into proposals for teacher development in 

Shanghai and included in the Teacher Questionnaire. For example questions, see Appendix 6 and for 

interview notes, see Appendix 1. 

  

In order to assess teacher development in EF Kids and Teens schools in Shanghai, a questionnaire was 

created for teachers to complete at all eleven centres in Shanghai. The questionnaire was proofread by a 

colleague and then trialed with one school in Beijing to identify any badly worded questions, as 

recommended by Mills (2000:83-84). The questions were based on research into the different forms of 

academic development available to teachers and developmental experiences which experienced teachers 

found pivotal to their own development (Figure 2). The questionnaire focused on the frequency, diversity and 

perceived value of different types of teacher development activities used in different centres across 

Shanghai. One questionnaire was made for each centre in the city to enable comparisons to be made 

between different centres. The questionnaires used www.zoomerang.com. This allowed questionnaires to 

be quickly and easily distributed and the results to be collated efficiently and with minimum effort. 56 

completed questionnaires were received from teachers, senior teachers and DoSs, which represented just 

under half of the total teaching staff in Shanghai. The questionnaire was sent to all DoSs, with the aim of 

encouraging their teachers to complete the form. This single point of contact in each centre could then be 

contacted thereby making the task of distribution and completion simpler....    

 

After collating the questionnaire results, a discussion was facilitated between all DoSs and Senior Teachers 

in Shanghai regarding the obstacles in implementing a broader focus on teacher development within EF. 

Participants were presented with information about the current teacher development in EF Kids and Teens 

Shanghai and with components of a more comprehensive in-service teacher development program. Then, 

in small groups, participants were then asked to brainstorm the difficulties they would expect to face in 

implementing such a program. 

 

The outline of the research project is summarized below, (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Research outline 

 

Summary of Summary of Summary of Summary of the the the the FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings    

a) Experienced teacher interviews 

The experienced teachers interviewed had developed as teachers in different ways as a result of engaging in 

different activities during their teaching careers. A recurring theme in the interviews was the intrinsic desire of 

these teachers to develop a “mastery of the skills of their craft.” Developmental activities which these 

teachers had found particularly useful towards their development included 

• Action research 

• Team teaching 

• Giving and receiving workshops 

• Observation feedback from experienced and respected colleagues 

• Informal discussions with colleagues 

• Peer observations 

• Curriculum development 

 

b) Shanghai teacher development questionnaire 

Teachers with different levels of experience (Figure 4) and in different positions (Figure 3) responded to the 

questionnaire. From Figures 5-11, it is clear that DoS observations and workshops are the most common 

forms of teacher development in EF Kids and Teens Shanghai. None of the teachers who took part in the 

questionnaire found development at EF extremely adequate (Figure 12) and over 80% said they would be 

interested in taking part in other types of teacher development (Figure 13). 

 

What follows are the questions posed in the questionnaire and summaries of the responses. 
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Respondant PositionsRespondant PositionsRespondant PositionsRespondant Positions

35%

40%

20%

5%

Local Teacher

Foreign Teacher

Senior Teacher

Director of Studies

 

Figure 3: Positions of respondents in EF 

 

Respondant Experience Respondant Experience Respondant Experience Respondant Experience 

25%

18%

35%

22%

0 - 6 months

7 months - 1 year

1 - 2 years

over two years

 

Figure 4: Experience of respondents 

 

DoS Observation FrequencyDoS Observation FrequencyDoS Observation FrequencyDoS Observation Frequency

18%

35%

36%

7%

4%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 5a: How often have you participated in DoS observations at EF? 
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SH02 DoS Observation FrequencySH02 DoS Observation FrequencySH02 DoS Observation FrequencySH02 DoS Observation Frequency

71%

29%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 5b: How often have you participated in DoS observations at EF (Shanghai 02)? 

 

Workshop Participation FrequencyWorkshop Participation FrequencyWorkshop Participation FrequencyWorkshop Participation Frequency
2% 5%

47%
31%

15%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 6: How often have you participated in workshops at EF? 

 

Action Research Participation FrequencyAction Research Participation FrequencyAction Research Participation FrequencyAction Research Participation Frequency

20%

21%

41%

16%

2%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 7: How often have you participated in action research at EF? 
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Reflective Journal Writing FrequencyReflective Journal Writing FrequencyReflective Journal Writing FrequencyReflective Journal Writing Frequency

50%

21%

21%

4%
4%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

. 

Figure 8: How often have you participated in reflective journal writing at EF? 

 

Team Teaching Participation FrequencyTeam Teaching Participation FrequencyTeam Teaching Participation FrequencyTeam Teaching Participation Frequency

43%

15%

35%

5%
2%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 9: How often have you participated in team teaching at EF? 

 

Peer Observation FrequencyPeer Observation FrequencyPeer Observation FrequencyPeer Observation Frequency

23%

7%

54%

14%

2%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 10: How often have you participated in peer observations at EF? 
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Audio/Video Recording FrequencyAudio/Video Recording FrequencyAudio/Video Recording FrequencyAudio/Video Recording Frequency

46%

21%

29%

2% 2%

Never

Once

Occasionally

Often

Every week

 

Figure 11: How often have you participated in audio or video recordings of lessons at EF? 

 

Adequacy of CPD at EFAdequacy of CPD at EFAdequacy of CPD at EFAdequacy of CPD at EF

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Not at all Somewhat Adequate Extremely adequate

 

Figure 12: How adequate do you find professional development at EF? 

 

Interested in Other Types of CDPInterested in Other Types of CDPInterested in Other Types of CDPInterested in Other Types of CDP

84%

16%

Interested

Not Interested

 

Figure 13: Would you like to participate in more professional development projects such as team teaching, action research, 

reflective journal writing, etc. as part of your 40 hour work week? 
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Figure 14: How useful to your development are the above? 

 

c) Implementation discussion with Shanghai DoSs 

The main obstacles which DoSs anticipated in implementing a professional development scheme including 

activities such as peer observations, team teaching, reflective journal writing and action research included 

• awareness. Teachers and DoSs would have to be made aware of forms of CPD which are in 

existence apart from workshops and their benefits.   

• mindsets. The attitude on the part of DoSs and their managers that workshops are sole and the best 

vehicle for teacher development must change. See Appendix 10 for EF management structure. 

• monitoring. Teacher participation in other forms of CPD would be more difficult for DoSs to monitor 

than participation in workshops. Teachers would also need proof that they were learning. 

• time. Managing and supporting such CPD projects would be more time consuming for DoSs than 

writing and presenting weekly workshops. Teachers may also have insufficient time to participate fully 

in such projects. 

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions 

From the interviews with experienced teachers, the questionnaire of teachers in Shanghai and the 

implementation discussion with DoSs in Shanghai, the following conclusions were drawn. 

 

a) The current system of teacher development is insufficient 

Less than 50% of teacher respondents found teacher development to be “adequate” and none found 

teacher development to be “extremely adequate” (Figure 12). For some teachers, development activities 

take place only infrequently, with half of respondents reporting attending workshops occasionally or less 

(Figure 6). In one centre, 71% of respondents reported having never been observed by a DoS (Figure 5b), 

despite 57% of respondents from this centre having over 7 months teaching experience. 

 

b) There is interest and enthusiasm in improving teacher development within EF 

Nearly 85% of the teachers surveyed expressed interest in more teacher development activities (Figure 13) 

and the implementation discussions with DoSs revealed a strong desire to improve teacher development. 

The experienced teachers who were interviewed had all completed their own research and reading on this 

topic and had actively experimented with different forms of teacher development in their own centres. 

 

Teachers Views on Types of CPDTeachers Views on Types of CPDTeachers Views on Types of CPDTeachers Views on Types of CPD 
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c) Diversity is an important factor in teacher development 

The experienced teachers interviewed had developed in different ways using different activities. Similar 

diversity was noted in the preferences of the teachers surveyed (Figure 14). 

 

Implications Implications Implications Implications     

a) Variety of teacher development 

Teachers need to be exposed to a wider variety of methods for their own professional development. 

Teachers should receive training on using action research, team teaching, peer observations, reflective 

journal writing and audio and video recording of classes to further their development as teachers. As David 

Hopkins (2000:151) points out, “schools at different stages of development require different strategies not 

only to enhance their capacity for development, but also to provide a more effective education for their 

students.” No two centres should have identical teacher development programs, nor should all teachers 

follow the same route in their development. 

 

b) Flexibility 

Teachers must be able to choose if they are going to take part in professional development. As Andy Curtis 

says, “No one can be made to develop. We develop as professionals if, and only if, we choose to” (Bailey, 

Curtis and Nunan 2003:5). During the implementation discussion, DoSs mentioned that not all teachers 

would want to participate in professional development, and supported the idea of optional participation. 

Although teachers should be encouraged to participate in professional development, they must be given the 

choice, otherwise, as Andy Curtis points out, “We [teachers] can fake development, and should do so, if 

someone tries to force it on us” (ibid). From September to June, EF teachers spend a maximum of 20 hours 

per week teaching, leaving an abundance of time free for professional development. Teachers should be 

scheduled to take part in such activities as part of their 40 hour working week, but only if they choose to 

participate.  

 

c) Management of teacher development 

The task of managing a comprehensive in-service teacher development program would be neither small nor 

insignificant. DoSs would need to be trained in the methods they would be expected to train and support 

their teachers in using. Teacher participation in teacher development projects should be monitored and used 

as part of teachers’ appraisals as well as to evaluate DoSs’ performances. Before any of this could happen, 

DoSs’ line managers would have to accept the benefits of such a CPD program and support DoSs 

spending more time working on this area (see Appendix 10 for EF management structure). 

 

d) Evolution not revolution 

Although workshops and supervisory observations should not form the sole basis of an in-service teacher 

development program, this does not mean that they should be disregarded completely. One of the 

experienced teachers interviewed cited a workshop and an observation from a supervisor as highly 

important to his development. Teachers also rated these as among the more use forms of teacher 

development (Figure 14). Ur (1996:7) offers a model whereby knowledge from workshops can be integrated 

to enrich the reflective teaching cycle. Workshops should not however form the backbone of in-service 

teacher development. 

 

e) Actions at centre level 

In the centre in which I work, the following changes have been made to teacher development as a result of 

this project. 

• All teacher development activities have been made optional. This has been observed to increase 

motivation of attendees and attendance for workshops, webinars and discussion groups has varied 
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between 30-100%. 

• Teachers have been trained on skills such as peer observations and team teaching. 

• Teacher development activities (eg peer observations) have been included in teachers’ 40 hour work 

week. 

• Team teaching of some classes has commenced, which teachers have been enthusiastic about. 

• Teachers are recording lessons to analyze areas of teaching in which they have been interested. 

 

f) Summary 

By involving individual teachers, their peers, DoSs and EF as an organization in the process of teacher 

development, the burden on each participant can be reduced. As a result, teacher development becomes 

more durable, with teachers able to draw on different sources for support as appropriate. Responsibility for 

development should be shared between all parties to ensure that employees are empowered to take control 

over their own learning whilst receiving adequate help from their line managers and the organization as a 

whole. Figure 15 summarizes these implications.  

 

 
Figure 15: Zones of teacher development support 

 

EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation    

The project achieved its main aims of identifying the quantity and quality of teacher development in EF. It 

was successful in focusing on specific areas for improvement and locating obstacles which will need to be 

overcome in order to create a better program of teacher development in EF. It is recognized that some 

improvements could have been made to the project. 

 

a) A better method of data gathering could have been used 

Although www.zoomerang.com provided an efficient means of collecting data, it did not allow regressional 

analysis to be performed on the data and therefore few colorations could be made. Consequently no 
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conclusions could be drawn on how length of service might affect teachers’ attitudes towards development 

or whether local teachers or foreign teachers saw additional benefit in workshop based activities. A more 

comprehensive questionnaire program would have allowed these questions to be answered. 

 

b) Substantiation of the results 

The validity of some of the questionnaire responses must be called into question. Almost 20% of the 

respondents reported taking part in action research “often” or “every week” (Figure 7) and 40% of 

respondents “occasionally” or “often” team teach (Figure 9). These seemingly high numbers may be a result 

of respondents not fully understanding the terminologies used in the questionnaire. For example, “team 

teaching” could easily have been confused with “co-teaching”, which is used in all EF schools. Alternatively, 

teachers may have been influenced to give higher ratings for teacher development as a result of their line 

managers asking them to complete the questionnaire.  

 

c) Increasing the scale of the project 

Increasing the number of teachers who replied to the questionnaire would obviously have made the results 

more reliable. Interviewing a greater number of experienced teachers would have revealed more interesting 

data and allowed greater comparisons and more generalizations to be made about factors which promote 

successful teacher development. 

 

d) Eliciting more opinions from other areas of EF management 

Asking DoSs’ managers about their attitudes towards teacher development would have been insightful and 

may have uncovered further issues which may hamper implementation of a more comprehensive teacher 

development program. See Appendix 10 for EF management structure. 
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    4444    ––––    Notes from Notes from Notes from Notes from DoSDoSDoSDoS Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion    

 

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    5555    –––– Transcription from  Transcription from  Transcription from  Transcription from DoSDoSDoSDoS Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion    

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Things likes 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Hmmm how? 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Like journals for example. There’s all these websites that you only find out about if you’re 

using it… 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Yeah hmmm yeah 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Like why 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Right 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Have a membership for everyone for example-  

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: But there’s the cost that’s the problem. I mean why not have a paper subscription for every 

centre because if there’s a journal floating around the teachers room and somebody’s got free time and is 

interested, there gonna pick it up but may not think about actually going on 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: The fact is awareness and the other is costs.  

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Lack of awareness on whose part? 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Lack of awareness of both teachers and DoSs for the lack of not knowing it exists!  

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Which are the right ones? The ITEFL journal is not that exciting whereas TESOL quarterly 

would be really good for our teachers. So what is an appropriate level? 

Unknown Person: Yeah… 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: We can divide them and let the people choose the appropriate one themselves. 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeiffPfeiffPfeiffPfeifferererer:::: Exactly! 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Um…I think one of the…I think one of the mindsets for people to get over is breaking down 

the mindset attending a workshop every Thursday and crushing that attitude. Its kind of institutionalized 
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now that we have to do that. 

MaurMaurMaurMaura a a a PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Yeah. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Yeah. 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: I think on an operational level maybe a little bit more difficult for us when we have a load of 

different kind of training activities happening to, not so much monitor but to kinda know how its going to see 

how things are progressing to make it more teacher led um so for that reason we would have to place a lot 

of reliance to complete these- 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: But we need to do the weekly workshops. It’s a controlled practice. 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Yeah uh we *inaudible speech* 

Brain Brain Brain Brain PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: We need some vehicle for feedback that…that we are doing it- 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: So yeah monitoring issues! 

Brain Brain Brain Brain PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Having the guys who do it back…giving…30 seconds at the meeting 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: There are other things that we can monitor. I know that Andrew Bell’s experiment with 

having like experimenting with centurion but then they would have them go online and they would go click 

click click you know I did I mean not have to answer questions but then that would validate they actually 

done something and it would still be institutionalized they would have to do that about how they got to that 

point when they fill in the circle. 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: But I think then you’ve also got this  

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: But coming down to sharing –  

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: is the DoS needs the management skills to be able to oversee these things appropriately to 

have the time in their schedule and the energy to not actually do that and also just because they have time in 

their schedule, it doesn’t mean they have the management skills to oversee all of that.  

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Yeah its about the DoS needs to be or have some kind of oversight to the process that 

happening. The learner needs to have some kind of proof to himself that they are learning. Demonstrate to 

themselves and then take that learning and somehow share it with the larger community or with the 

teachers in that school or beyond the school.  

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: I think that when you do an observation you need try to make clear what the learning 

objective is and what outcomes are going to lead objectives. The same could be said about this kind of 

micro uh work group activities. 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: A lot of these are exploratory ahead of time. What the learning objective is- 

Brain Brain Brain Brain PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: The potential outcomes are we talk about action research. Going into it you know but the 

potential outcomes is that you’ve got aids before going into that. You don’t just blindly have hazard behavior 

for something that you’ve research some random idea. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Right right hmmmm. 

Brain Brain Brain Brain PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: You know its scaffolds.  

Man: 3:Man: 3:Man: 3:Man: 3: Its about getting someone with a name. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: I think everyone can have a name but when we’re coming back to monitoring and judging 

what affect this is happening on our learners because at the end of the day that’s what it really should be 

about. Not just about us as professionals but how is it affecting young learners. 

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: What our teachers learn in this is research questions that they are going to be as simple as 

“how can I improve classroom management?” or uh participation in my TB class? How can I improve that? 

And then they look at different ways to do that. So how do you narrow it down and help people come up 

with you know…I think we are sorta looking at research questions and no if you say how can classroom 

management be so big?  

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Can I just say that the main problem before we even get to that step is the desire to want to 

do any of this and at the moment I don’t know it. Do our teachers have any, any, desire to want to get 

better? 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: It depends on their treatment… 

All parties in unison:All parties in unison:All parties in unison:All parties in unison: Yeah! 
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Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: Exactly! Here’s what I’m trying to say, now hear me out. Everyone in this room has clearly 

had a desire to be better, that’s why we’re here! Right? 

Brian Brian Brian Brian PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: You betcha!  

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: What is it that made us have the desire because we didn’t have these things but we still did 

it. I still went and met Will with a beer to discuss these issues and talked to you on the phone- 

Brian Brian Brian Brian PfeifPfeifPfeifPfeifferferferfer:::: Yeah! 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: come and talk to you and discuss things. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: After the teachers conference we were actually talking about stuff not just- 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: What is that? Why do we have that desire? Because we can link it to our jobs! 

MauraMauraMauraMaura    PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Its intrinsic vs extrinsic.  

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Yeah but some of the teachers I’ve met have no desire to cRoss Thorburn forward and 

some of teachers have no desire to improve and are only here to spend a year in China.  

Maura Maura Maura Maura PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: They’re thinking 3 months until I get back on the plane. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: That group of teachers is not looking for mastery of this skill set, not looking for mastery in 

this industry and that self drive for mastery. 

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: but if you have a school that has learning circles and you’re expecting, that means if you’re 

gonna take it from a top down bottom approach to a more acRoss Thorburn the board approach, you’re 

gonna hope that most people in there. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: Well those learning circles are modulated. This is a more serious career person and this is a 

person that’s backpacking for a year. They have activities that they’re working on that can be modulated.  

Brian Brian Brian Brian PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: Right, that’s like when you level it for mixed group of students vs a level of mixed group of 

futures. 

Brian Brian Brian Brian PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: but that just comes back to when you induct a teacher to profiling them very effectively. 

Will SandersonWill SandersonWill SandersonWill Sanderson:::: You can join the micro analysis research working group if you want to or you can join in the 

oh five new classroom management tastes. Yeah. Lets make a new whiteboard game.  

Ross ThorburnRoss ThorburnRoss ThorburnRoss Thorburn:::: With this then, would it help…do you think it would be possible um to make such a 

program optional? It can still be included in your 40 hour week but you don’t have to partake in it and you 

can be scheduled to do other tasks  

Jake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake WhiddonJake Whiddon:::: That’s the questions that’s come back before. 

Ross ThorburnRoss ThorburnRoss ThorburnRoss Thorburn:::: Would that work for your scheduling? 

Brain Brain Brain Brain PfeifferPfeifferPfeifferPfeiffer:::: I mean we’ve been trialing that out in our region and what we are starting to have a bit of a 

positive affect. I mean about 20 teachers from around the region are coming to our workshops. 

 

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    6666    ––––    Experienced Experienced Experienced Experienced TTTTeacher eacher eacher eacher SSSSemiemiemiemi----structured structured structured structured IIIInterviewnterviewnterviewnterview    QQQQuestionsuestionsuestionsuestions    

Core Questions 

• What has motivated you to develop as a teacher? 

• How have your colleagues affected your development? 

• How did your place of work affect your development? 

• What activities have you taken part in which have helped you to develop as a teacher? 

 

Example Follow Up Questions 

• What gave you your fascination with language? 

• What got you interested in teaching? 

• Do you think having  

• How much support did you get from your DoS? 

• How did working with those colleagues help you? 

• You mentioned training new teachers, how did that help you develop? 
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    7777    ––––    OrganizationalOrganizationalOrganizationalOrganizational information  information  information  information forforforfor an an an an EF EF EF EF Centre: Shanghai 07 Centre: Shanghai 07 Centre: Shanghai 07 Centre: Shanghai 07    

NumberNumberNumberNumber of  of  of  of foreign foreign foreign foreign teachersteachersteachersteachers:::: 6 (including one DoS) 

Number of local (Chinese) teachers:Number of local (Chinese) teachers:Number of local (Chinese) teachers:Number of local (Chinese) teachers: 3 

Teacher qualifications: Teacher qualifications: Teacher qualifications: Teacher qualifications: 2x MA Linguistics, 1x CELTA Certificate, 2x 100+hr TEFL, 2x Chinese teaching 

certificate, 2x online TEFL.  

Number of classrNumber of classrNumber of classrNumber of classrooms:ooms:ooms:ooms: 10 

Number of students:Number of students:Number of students:Number of students: 550 

Number of groups: Number of groups: Number of groups: Number of groups: 59 

Student Age GroupsStudent Age GroupsStudent Age GroupsStudent Age Groups:::: 3-6 years old: 150 students 

      7-10 years old: 250 students 

      11-18 years old: 150 students 

Opening date:Opening date:Opening date:Opening date: October 2007 

Example workshop topics:Example workshop topics:Example workshop topics:Example workshop topics: An Introduction to Multiple Intelligences, Communicative Langue Teaching, 

Making Group Work Work, Teacher Talk, Using Course Books Effectively, Teaching Assistant, Making 

Activities Engaging, Teaching Heterogeneous (Mixed Proficiency) Groups. 

Class timeClass timeClass timeClass times: s: s: s: Monday, Wednesday – Friday 1700 – 2100. Saturday and Sunday 0900 – 1800 

Typical Typical Typical Typical weekly weekly weekly weekly teachteachteachteacher er er er schedule:schedule:schedule:schedule:    

 

More Information: More Information: More Information: More Information: www.ef.com 
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    8888    ––––    Example Example Example Example wwwworkshoporkshoporkshoporkshop    
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    9999    ––––    Example Example Example Example DoSDoSDoSDoS    Observation Observation Observation Observation Feedback NotesFeedback NotesFeedback NotesFeedback Notes    
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix    10101010    –––– EF Academic Management  EF Academic Management  EF Academic Management  EF Academic Management StructureStructureStructureStructure    

 

 

 

 

    


